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Real
In contrast to unimolecular fragmentation, bimolecular reactions involve a full collision, and the dynamics 9 of the collision complex is crucial to the fate ofproduct(s}. Traditionally, these reactions have been studied by the crossed molecular beam scattering technique. 10.1 I From the anisotropy of the products' angular distribution (PAD) in the center-of-mass coordinate system it is possible to infer whether the reaction proceeds by the "direct-mode" (subpicosecond interaction time) or via a "long-lived" (few rotational periods) collision complex. 12 .
13 In this regard, quasiclassical trajectory calculations on semiempirical potential surfaces 14 and statistical theories IS-24 of formation and decay of collision complexes have been instructive. More recently, spectroscopic methods have been utilized,2s-27 but the main body of experimental information 2 8-30 has come from post-collision observables, i.e., PSDs (via chemiluminescence 31 and LIF 32 ), PADs, 33 and products' polarization. 34 In this Communication, we report the first direct (realtime) measurement of product formation from a bimolecular reaction: the birth of OH from the hot atom reaction H + OCO. 35 - 37 The reaction steps are: H + CO 2 _ HOCO -HO + CO. In our pump-probe experiments, a picosecond laser pulse initiates the reaction via photodissociation of the van der Waals (vdW) molecule IH" 'OCO, prepared in a seeded supersonic beam expansion. The "clocking" of the reaction is accomplished by the use of a picosecond probe pulse (for OH LIF monitoring), delayed in time with respect to the initiation pulse (Fig. I) . UV photolysis of such a vdW precursor molecule ensures that the initial H velocity ( -20 km s -I) is preferentially directed along the hydrogen bond to the OCO, limiting the range of impact parameters 3 8-40 and "orienting" the reactants. 3 8-42 The essential element in our experiment is that the UV photolysis picosecond (pump) pulse acts as a precise trigger setting off the H atom "projectile," thus establishing the zero o/time for the bimolecular collision.
The experimental apparatus is similar to that employed in Refs. 6-8. The seeded molecular beam was obtained by expanding mixtures of5% HI and 8% CO 2 in He(P= 1800 Torr}. The beam was characterized by electron impact (15-30 eV) TOF mass spectrometry. The mass spectra displayed peaks for HI, CO 2 , HI' CO 2 , (C0 2 ) n and very little of HI· (C0 2 h Care was taken to trap 12 (at -15 ·C) before nozzle expansion. The complex HI' CO 2 concentration was typically 3%-5% relative to HI.
The picosecond pump pulse (239 nm) was generated by mixing the second harmonic of the 616 nm light with the 1.06 J.L of a Y AG laser. The probe was the second harmonic of the 616 nm pulse. The cross correlation between 616 and 308 nm was obtained using a Lil0 3 crystal. The probe was tuned to the QI (I) transition of OH using a cell of
On-resonance enhancement for OH LIF was evident from probe wavelength tuning experiments. Typically, for the molecular beam X /D-40. The OH signal level was <0.2 photons/pulse. Following Wittig et al., 38.39 care was taken to optimize the 1: 1 vdW complex in the expansion. Signal processing and treatment of the data followed Refs. 6-8.
The experimental results are displayed in Fig. 2 . The rise time of the OH signal after deconvolution is found to be -5-15 ps. This first direct observation of the time evolution of the nascent product of a bimolecular reaction represents the transient decay time of the collision complex, formed with the given available energy. For the photolysis wavelength used, the initial relative translational energy, E tr (~Eav) of the H + OCO reagents is calculated to be 200 kJ mol-I assuming collinear incidence. The slower H atoms from the 1* branch, in contrast, yields E tr = 112 kJ mol-I, only slightly above threshold. 35 For the subject reaction there is considerable knowledge of the potential surface based on theory43 and experiment. 35-40.44,45 The minimum energy path has an entrance barrier corresponding to a threshold energy of -105 kJ mol-I, 35,38 followed by a potential well supporting a complex, HOCO (itself studied by matrix isolation spectroscopy),46 followed by a small exit barrier 44 to OH + CO. The initial H atom velocity is -200 Alps and the available energy of collision with CO 2 is above the transition state barrier.39 Thus, the initial step is assumed to be complete within our pulse, but the rapid H-atom attack slows down depending on the vibrational motion in HOCO, which leads to a slower rate for the formation of HO + CO. The measured OH rise time can now be used to model the PSD and possible deviations from statistical behavior. Experiments at different photolysis wavelengths will yield the energy dependence of the formation and decay of the complex.
Planned experiments also include direct detection of the appearance of the HOCO and extension of the technique to the femtosecond time domain. 5 ,48 This will make it possible to clock not only complex-mode bimolecular reactions, but also subpicosecond, direct-mode hot atom bimolecular reactions. 
